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Abstract: The conceptual design, component selection, and deployment experiments of an unmanned
amphibious system (US) with a unique Becker in vertical stabilizer based on hydrodynamic research
are included in this work. The use of USs is currently expanding significantly, and they are used
for fish detection, oceanographic mapping, mining detection, monitoring marine life, and navy
purposes. With a maximum forward speed of 30 m/s, the US’s hull is largely built with criteria for
identifying and researching marine species. The significant lifetime decline of ocean species drives the
deployment of unmanned vehicles for species monitoring from the water’s surface to 300 m below the
surface. In addition, the medical team can help the species with health problems using this planned
US because they have been identified. The conceptual design and estimated analytical equations
encompass the fuselage, Becker rudder, propeller, and other sub-components. The locations of sensors,
primarily used to locate mobile marine life, are also considered. A Becker rudder has been imposed
to make sharp turns when the US is submerged in water. An advanced hydro propeller produces the
propulsion with a 20 cm base diameter. Additionally, a piezoelectric patching-based energy extracting
approach is used to the hydro-outside propeller’s surface. As a result, the electrical power generation
for different lightweight materials is computed for the performance of US manoeuvrings. With
the help of CATIA modelling of the intended USs and ANSYS Fluent hydrodynamic simulations,
appropriate high-speed configurations are selected. Various stages of its mission profile, including
the US in steady-level flight, the US in climb, and the US over the ocean surface, are subjected to
computational simulations. Using an advanced computational technique and previously established
experimental correlations, the reliability of these various computational solutions is examined and
kept at an appropriate level. This US is highly suggested for marine-based real-time applications due
to its acceptable output.

Keywords: Becker rudder; composite materials; CFD; FEA; marine surveillance; PVEH;
unmanned amphibians

1. Introduction

Recent years have seen an explosion in unmanned vehicles, which have endless po-
tential uses. The three primary types of unmanned vehicles are based on aircraft, water,
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and ground working conditions. The paper focuses on the computational studies and
unmanned vehicle designs of amphibians. Since unmanned amphibious vehicles must
operate in both water and air, they provide unique challenges in design and production
compared to traditional unmanned aquatic vehicles (UAVs). The challenges of designing a
low-drag, highly agile, and quick unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) are compounded
by the density of seawater and the increase in pressure with an increase in depth. This study
optimizes the design of an underwater vehicle from the standpoint of making it as quick
and agile as possible while submerged. The UUVs are a type of UAV wherein such vehicles
are employed in deep-sea environments where human participation is feasible. Underwater
unmanned vehicles include ROVs (remotely operable vehicles) and UUVs. Many nations
rely on unmanned underwater vehicles for various tasks, including marine operations,
topological mapping, ocean bed mapping, and many more. UAVs have many potential
uses, one of the most important being fish detection. A UAV’s primary function is to
operate in water; hence it must be able to swim quickly, efficiently, and with good mobility.
Underwater vehicles can be highly manoeuvrable and have low drag by following certain
design principles. In this study, the authors examine the computational hydrodynamic
behaviour of the novel unmanned amphibious vehicle designed to keep an eye on marine
life and save sick or injured marine animals. The computational hydrodynamic analyses
shed light on the development of drag over the unmanned amphibious system (US), the
hydro propeller’s thrust force, and the upper force on the US, including the buoyancy
force and the lift force. Through computational fluid dynamics-based single-moving refer-
ence frame (CFD-SMRF) methods, we can determine the optimal propeller and operating
parameters for a level flight and the most robust material for withstanding the air and
water. Finally, the targeted mission is continuous, so energy requirement is high in the US.
Henceforth, the piezoelectric patching-based energy-extracting approach has been planned
on the hydro-outside propeller’s surface for possible energy extractions.

1.1. Innovations of This Work

This work aims to design and computationally develop the flexible Unmanned Am-
phibious System with the help of advanced computational coupled approaches. The
targeted application is to monitor an intruder’s presence and activities at the international
marine border through this suggested advanced US. In this regard, the first cycle of the
US’s mission profile is planned and revealed in Figure 1, wherein the working function
is continuous monitoring of illegal entries of intruders in and around the international
marine borders.
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1.2. Literature Survey

This section primarily focused on four areas: the first dealt with typical designs used
in unmanned vehicles, the second dealt with CFD research on unmanned vehicles, the
third dealt with FEA (finite element analysis) computations on unmanned vehicles, and
the fourth dealt with energy extraction on unmanned vehicles. The relevant articles are:
Wang Qinyang et al. described an underwater vehicle in which float bowls and spinning
wings helped it fly and float. Whirling wings increase airlift and decrease water resistance
by reducing surface tension. UUV float bowls allow water to be introduced, increasing
the UUV’s density and submergibility. CFD examined aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
performance. The whirling wings improved water performance [1]. Yongcheng Li et al.
examined an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)’s performance in the water. This
AUV has biology-inspired undulating wings. This article compared aspect ratio to thrust
power and efficiency. They also covered how AUV vortex formations altered with different
aspect ratios. Thrust force and propulsive efficiency rose with the aspect ratio [2]. James
Louis Tangorra et al. considered fish a basis for an AUV propeller. Due to its complexity,
they studied the Bluegill sunfish’s pectoral fin. This study examined sunfish pectoral fins’
morphology, hydrodynamics, and kinematics. Findings showed that its fins are unique.
Dimples and leading-edge vortices increased thrust. This research showed that a robotic
fin had been used to propel UUVs in the future, increasing their agility [3]. Tae-Hwan
Joung et al. conceptualized an AUV in which they focused on hull resistance as the main
factor affecting AUV power consumption and range. CFD analysis determined the hull’s
hydrodynamic resistance. Next, a ducted propeller optimized the AUV’s design while
CFD analysed it. Ducted propellers reduce body load [4]. Gang Xuel et al. analysed fish
motion models. Tuna was a study model that employed fish movement to test three motion
models. The first model was the undulatory model with an exponential function, then the
oscillating model with a polynomial, and finally, the undulatory model with a polynomial.
Each model’s characteristics and hydrodynamic efficiency were analysed numerically.
Higher amplitude is preferable to higher frequency [5]. Amy Gao et al. developed aerial
and underwater robotic watercraft. This contraption mimics the flying fish’s ability to
avoid predators. The authors utilized math to investigate the robotic fish’s hydrodynamic
properties and mechanical design approaches. A mechanical replica was developed and
tested to evaluate how closely the robotic fish matched the actual fish. These insights were
used to develop future-proof conceptual ideas [6].

Wang Zihao et al. analysed a flying-wing underwater glider. Due to underwater
gliders’ low lift-drag ratio, this glider has flying wings. This study used math and CFD
to assess a flying wing design. Design optimization enhanced gliding performance [7].
Vijayakumar Mathaiyan et al. evaluated a remote-controlled amphibious vehicle. The
flying fish’s glide ratio inspired this design. Innovative design lets it swim and fly. A
retractable wing reduced the UAV’s water profile and flying resistance. CFD and fluid-
structure interaction (FSI) investigated five lightweight materials. The epoxy-E-glass-
fabric composite showed excellent hydrodynamic performance [8]. Muhammad Yasar
Javaid et al. examined underwater glider wing designs’ hydrodynamics and dynamic
stability. Rectangular and tapered wing forms were used. Tow tank and CFD analysis
tested the glider’s efficiency. The rectangular wing design produced tremendous lift forces
but developed unstable. Tapered wings had a poor lift but good dynamic stability [9].
Khairul Alam et al. provided an AUV design optimization approach to reduce drag, power
consumption, and operational costs. Adding modules to the framework helps the developer
manage and optimize size and complexity. ANSYS ICEM and Fluent solve problems. This
framework’s versatility is shown by its ability to identify the most promising early AUV
designs. The framework’s production process and tools ensure high-quality and reliable
components [10]. V Praveen Kumar et al. designed and assessed an unmanned watercraft.
The design was inspired by flying fish and built through underwater concepts. After the
design, CFD determined the UAV’s hydrodynamic performance. In this analysis, a cylinder-
shaped hull was used. CFD analysed pressure, velocity, and drag [11]. Kondeti Lakshmi
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Vasudev introduced underwater vehicles (UV) and examined submarines, AUVs, manned
UVs, ROVs, and towed instrument packages. All simulations employed 3D steady-state
segregated RANS. CFD is useful for hydrodynamic UV design since it has saved costs and
development time. CFD solvers determined drag and wave resistance. The military used
AUVs to search the deep oceans [12].

Osman Md Amin et al. described ROVs and AUVs as the two main UUV classifica-
tions. The author highlighted underwater vehicle mobility, vital for manoeuvring around
obstacles, laying pipes, searching for resources, destroying mines, and conducting oceano-
graphic surveys. Creating a six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) UUV control system was the
goal. Through CFD, researchers improved the propeller and constructed a low-drag hull.
Roll, one-point rotation, glide, spiral, drift, hover, and zigzag-based manoeuvrings were
tested [13]. R. Sankaresh Pandian et al. described a UAV with long operatable life, efficient
construction, dependable flight, and low maintenance expenses. The authors scaled back
the design’s demanding aspects through CFD simulations. ANSYS-Fluent solved CFDs. A
stingray-inspired construction and symmetric aerofoil preserved the UAV’s water stability.
The best UAVs were examined with CFD software before deployment [14]. Nesteruk, G.
Passoni et al. estimated the power needed to propel a robotic fish similar toa genuine one
and the drag. Swimming similar toa fish is hard and unstable. Therefore, a robot fish must
be well-designed and powerful to mimic fish motion. The authors’ studied a bottle-nose
dolphin’s drag, velocity, boundary layer, and other parameters. Animal morphologies
and locomotion could help develop robot fish and underwater vehicles. The robotic fish
should have a streamlined shape that ensures a flow pattern and a laminar boundary
layer [15]. Mark C. Bettlea et al. suggested an implicit predictor-corrector method for
simultaneously integrating the six DOF equations of motion for a manoeuvring submarine
and the unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (URANS) equations described vehi-
cle hydrodynamics, provides a novel approach to the study of submarine manoeuvring.
ANSYS CFX solved CFDs. Mesh perfectly covered submarines. A predictor-corrector
approach was utilized to model emergency risers and horizontal zigzags for 6 DOF URANS
submarine simulations. Due to stability limits on the relief parameter in fixed-point itera-
tion, increasing the time step size was inefficient [16]. Yanhui Wang et al. described the
design of a movable-wing hybrid underwater glider. The angle of attack and sweep angle
can be changed for different motion types. This AUV can be low-cost and useful marine
observation platforms due to their compact design, long operational life, and capacity to
collect oceanographic data. Different wing configurations were simulated in glide, spiral,
and horizontal turns and improved flight simulations. The moveable wing has been found
to improve flight performance. They found that AUVs are a cost-effective alternative to
manned vessels for underwater search and survey tasks [17]. Qiu Suming et al. analysed
issues peculiar to UUVs, including form, wing, cross-domain, and take-off and landing
design. AUV operation was difficult because it had been operated in air and water. They
explored bioinspired underwater AUVs. They discussed prototypes and uses. Several
types of AUVs were covered and tackled design issues such as control, take-off and landing,
and communication [18].

Wang, Zhi-Jun et al. outlined the processes needed to develop a free-moving robot
dolphin-like underwater vehicle. Three-dimensional motion analysis was used to examine
oscillation frequency and forward motion. Due to its dolphin-like look, the fish’s body
traits were classed. Body size was a factor. The AUV’s capacity to float and dive results
from its control system and physical mechanics, wherein the centre of gravity and pitch
angle were investigated [19]. Franz Uiblein et al. proposed a design for an amphibious
unmanned surface vehicle for the marine SAR system. A sea-and-air propulsion module
was envisioned. The strategy aforesaid was improved cruise efficiency and ease. This work
compared the pros and cons of unmanned watercraft. Flying, hovering, and navigating on
the ground were explained. The aircraft’s actual mechanical construction was carefully built,
and its flight posture was analysed. This study proposed a conceptual design and guidelines
for increasing rescue and search vehicle performance [20]. Meliha Bozkurttas et al. focused
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on fish’s various skills. The contrast between spontaneous and induced behaviour was
the most important in ecology. “Situ exploration” offered information about fish at depths
200 m or less. Their behaviour was compared to shallow-water species. Next, researchers
analysed habitat utilization and movement. The case study used 10 sea-bed video transects.
Round-nose grenadier, orange roughly, and artificial boarfish were studied [21]. Frank
E Fish designed and tested a Bluegill sunfish-inspired AUV’s propeller. Their skeletons
allowed them to swim and move. Hydrodynamically, the fish’s pectoral fin was used as a
baseline for AUVs’ flexible propellers [22].

The six-pronged technique and 3D kinematic patterns were studied during steady-
forward swimming. Next, fin flow patterns were analysed computationally. Finally,
the knowledge was used to design a bio-robotic fin propulsor [22]. Wang, Junshi et al.
studied about six flying fish families (Exocoetidae) and investigated their morphology and
aerodynamics. First, fins were morphed into glider-like wings to improve their flight. The
imposed scaled flight factors were aspect ratio and wing loading. The improved wing
had a high lift and low drag. Next, fin size was compared to wing area, wingspan, wing
loading, and aspect ratio to body size. The outcome considered data from other flyers and
gliders [23].

Llanez, Ignacio et al. studied fish finlets, wherein short, non-folding fines were im-
posed. Mackerels, bonitos, and tunas have them. Species swam well also they combined
experimental and computational methods to determine finlet hydrodynamics. Through
high-speed films, fluid motion in vivo was investigated. Wake hydrodynamics were exam-
ined by revealing underlying vortex formations. Finally, kinematically and anatomically
precise finlet models were constructed using yellowfin tuna video data [24]. Park H et al.
aimed to offer an optimum design for a Caribbean-focused AUV. Deep sea divers’ risks con-
stitute a barrier to human exploration. Due to deep water pressures, AUV hull performance
was a top priority. The hull was designed to withstand harsh conditions while minimizing
hydrodynamic drag. The hull’s water resistance was determined using CFD and empirical
methods. Drag prediction was affected. This research presented a revolutionary design for
the AUV’s torpedo body, giving new possibilities for deep-water operations [25]. Benedetto
Allotta et al. investigated flying fish, referred to as Exocoetidae. Some flying marine
creatures can swim and fly. Their aerodynamic shape allowed them to glide despite these
limits. Researchers first explored morphological and behavioural adaptations for flight
and aerodynamics. This article examined the relationship between fish fin morphology
and aerodynamic pressures. Fins improved lift and reduced drag. Additionally, this work
examined the aerodynamic forces per ton in the ground effect, which can be exploited
to reduce drag by flying low [26]. Ting Gao et al. outlined the design and development
of a self-driving underwater vehicle called “Tifone” The Thesaurus work includes this
study. Its deliberate design lets it perform high-profile duties. It can withstand 300-m water
pressure and 5-knot winds. It is similar toa torpedo from the perspective of Fluid dynamics.
Commonly, lateral and vertical thrusters were used as control surfaces. This makes the
system more stable and reduces malfunctions [27].

Calculations based on computational fluid dynamics were employed as a relay in the
computational methods used to accommodate the rotodynamic effect. We took readings
on things such asthe density and viscosity of the fluid, among other things. As a result of
the significant impact load that the fluids supply, the stable flights of the UUV are at an
increased risk of collision while it is flying through the fluid. Investigations using CFD and
FEA were a part of the currently underway work process. Due to this reason, the literature
reviews that were based on the finite element analysis have been completed. The primary
focus of supervision is on lightweight materials with strong mechanical capabilities that
can endure the loads caused by the ocean. A comprehensive investigation into the locations
and particulars of both stationary and far-off dislocations was carried out. Testing the
convergence of the grid allowed us to monitor the various types of grid generation as well
as the overall quality of the grid. In conclusion, our research considered the structural
results that were concerned in the selection process were taken into consideration [28–34].
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Finally, the studies on energy extraction by US propellers through piezoelectric patches were
examined. The analytical calculations involved in estimating electrical voltage development
through piezoelectric patches were found. The mechanical and dielectric properties of
various imposed lightweight materials were obtained. [35–47].

1.3. Author Observation and Finalization

Most unmanned amphibious systems are geometrically developed fuselages with
different fins for their manoeuvrings. Nevertheless, this work is finalized to replace a rect-
angular wing instead of horizontal fins and to impose a Becker rudder rather than vertical
fins. Finally, an advanced hydro propeller is planned to design based on the mission’s
thrust requirement and the dimensions of the Becker rudder. This work majorly relays
advanced computational approaches such as computational hydrodynamic investigations,
computational hydro-structural investigations, and computational vibrational investiga-
tions, wherein all the suitable conditions and experimental correlations for validations are
extracted through this literature survey. Furthermore, to achieve continuous surveillance,
this work planned to incorporate a piezoelectric energy generator on this US propeller, so
integrated approaches were also studied to estimate electrical energy. All the computational
models are planned to develop in CATIA and then proposed to examine in the ANSYS
Workbench tool before discussing the optimal design.

2. Proposed Methodology—Computational Hydrodynamic Analysis
2.1. Design of Unmanned System
2.1.1. Design of Preliminary Calculations of Flexible Rectangular Wing

An estimate of the UAV’s overall mass can be made using Equation (1), which is based
on past relationships (Figure 2) between important variables such aspayload weights and
empty weights [28–34].

WPayload

WOverall
= 0.30. (1)
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Figure 2. A typical comprehensive report of historical relationships between payload weight and
overall weight of the USs.

The major goal is to install and operate a system that continuously monitors marine
species’ life from the ocean’s surface to a depth of 300 m. In addition, the US also supports
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the necessary adjustments for sick marine species. The planned flight employed a payload
weight of 1 kg [28–34].

WOverall =
WPayload

0.30
⇒ 1

0.30
= 3.34 kg

High loading UAVs have wing loading values greater than 100 kg/m2, medium
loading UAVs have wing loading values ranging between 50 kg/m2 and 100 kg/m2, and
low loading UAVs have wing loading values less than 50 kg/m2. Consider the wing
loading to be 50 kg/m2. The total weight is,

SWing =
Wo
W/S
⇒ 3.34

75
⇒ 0.044534 ⇒ SWing = 0.044534 m2 (2)

For this case aspect ratio of the flexible wing is assumed as,

ARWing =
bWing

2

SWing
⇒ 10 =

(
bWing

)2

SWing
⇒ bWing =

√
0.044534× 8⇒ bWing = 0.6 m (3)

A well-stabilized structure has to be between 70 and 80%of its wingspan, but a denser
fluid, such as hydro medium, can produce more lift. As a result, the “η” is assumed to be
0.65 [28–34].

LFuselage = η× bWing ⇒ 0.65× 0.6 ⇒ LFuselage = 0.40 m (4)

The fineness ratio (FR) is assumed to be 10. Therefore,

FR =
LFuselage

DFuselage
⇒ DFuselage =

LFuselage

FR
=

0.40
10

= 0.04 m (5)

From the standard equation,

SWing = bWing ×CWing−Root (6)

0.044534 = 0.6×CWing−Root ⇒ CWing−Root = 0.0743 m

Finally, the designs of preliminary calculations of flexible rectangular wing are calcu-
lated with the help of Equations (1)–(6). The typical top view-based representation of US
rectangular wing is revealed in Figure 3.
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2.1.2. Design of Vertical Stabilizer with Becker Rudder

A special rudder is chosen and imposed for this task to accomplish the yawing in
a swift and responsive manner. Since the Becker rudder is more massive than standard
rudders, it was decided that the vertical stabilizer’s planform area should be 30% of the
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wing’s planform area [28–34]. Aerodynamicists determine a wing’s area by measuring its
surface above (top view-based projection). It is also possible to refer to this region as the
“planform area,” which describes its shape. When figuring out how fast an aeroplane (US)
will go, you need to know the planform area. Additionally, it is decided that the vertical
stabilizer’s direction should be determined by both the rudder’s up and down design.
Equations (7)–(9) contain the analytical approaches of Becker rudder’s design data.

Swing = 0.044534 m2 ⇒ SV−Tail = 0.30× Swing = 0.30× 0.044534 = 0.0133602 m2 (7)

SV−Tailof upper component =
0.0133602

2
= 0.00668 m2

SV−Tailof lower component =
0.0133602

2
= 0.00668 m2

bV−Tail = (ARV−Tail × SV−Tail)
1/2 (8)

bV−Tail ⇒ (3× 0.0133602)1/2 ⇒ bV−Tail = 0.2 m

SV−Tail = bV−Tail ×CV−Tail−root ⇒ CV−Tail−root =
SV−Tail
bV−Tail

(9)

CV−Tail−root =
0.0133602

0.2
= 0.0668 m

Since it has a low drag coefficient, the aerofoil “NACA 0012” is selected as the best
alternative according to the literature review [37–41].

2.1.3. Fuselage Design

The planned US fuselage dimensions result from cutting-edge research on optimal
aspect and fineness proportions [28–34]. The dynamic, relevant proportions are mentioned
in Equations (10)–(13).

DMaximum
Fuselage

LFuselage
= 0.115 (10)

DMaximum
Fuselage

0.4
= 0.115⇒ DMaximum

Fuselage = 0.115× 0.4⇒ DMaximum
Fuselage = 0.046 m

LUniform Cross Section
Fuselage

LFuselage
= 0.75 (11)

LUniform Cross Section
Fuselage

0.4
= 0.75⇒ LUniform Cross Section

Fuselage = 0.75× 0.4⇒ LUniform Cross Section
Fuselage = 0.3 m

LVarying Cross Section
Fuselage

LFuselage
= 0.25 (12)

LVarying Cross Section
Fuselage

0.4
= 0.25⇒ LVarying Cross Section

Fuselage = 0.4× 0.25⇒ LVarying Cross Section
Fuselage = 0.1 m

DVarying Cross Section
Fuselage =

(
m× LVarying Cross Section

Fuselage

)
+ b (13)

After the successful estimations of primary design data of the US fuselage, the typical
configuration is modelled with the help of CATIA. The final models of US fuselage are
typically revealed in Figures 4 and 5.
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2.1.4. Propulsive System Design

This sophisticated unmanned system’s propulsive design is more involved than that of
conventional amphibious vehicles due to its US positioning. This US can yaw by using the
increased thrust provided by its propeller. Equations (14)–(17) [28–34] serve as a foundation
for the development of this propeller’s design, incorporating both contemporary and
traditional mathematical techniques. The design methodologies for a marine propeller
are proposed [28–34] after an extensive literature review. Diameter, delivered power,
power coefficient, and hydrostatic and hydrodynamic velocities play important roles
in the design’s foundation. Relationships between the planned power, the optimum
diameter, the optimal speed ratio, and the position of the sectional chord length are given by
Equations (14)–(17) [28–34].

TRequired =

BT×
[
(VFS)

5
2

]
N


2

VFS
(14)

DOptimum =
λUS,P

Optimum ×VFS

N
(15)

λUS,P
Optimum =

100

[
BT

36.76BT +
(
75.11

√
BT
)
+ 155.3

]0.2

×
[

0.9365 +
1.49

nUS,P −
{(

2.101
nUS,P − 0.1478

)2
× AE

AO

}] (16)

Cx%

DUS, P
= K0

US, P

√(
1− rx%

RUS,P

)
+ K1

US, P + K2
US, P

(
1− rx%

RUS,P

)
+ K3

US,P
(

1− rx%

RUS,P

)2

+ K4
US,P

(
1− rx%

RUS,P

)4

+ K5
US,P

(
1− rx%

RUS,P

)5

(17)
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The historical relationships are executed to attain the unknown design data of US
propellers, such as pitch and thickness, so the relevant relationships are found. The
functional relationships are mentioned in Equations (18) and (19). Finally, the modelled
hydro propeller is systematically revealed in Figure 6.

Pitch [P] = 0.87×Diameter
[
DOptimum

]
(18)

Thickness [T] = 0.323× Pitch [P] (19)
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Standard mathematical methods are being used to perfect the design of the pivoting
wing, fuselage, and vertical stabilizer with Becker rudder that make up this US. In addition
to these parts, the aerofoil is crucial in the design stage because it has generated an addi-
tional force, which will destroy the stability of a US. As a result, a symmetrical aerofoil will
be required to be implemented in this US architecture for the sole purpose of producing
zero lift in level flight, which is necessary for the proposed mission. The designed angle
of attack of the wing could supply the upper power force required to perform the rise
up from the watery surface. The wing was designed specifically for taking off from the
water’s surface and flying at great altitudes to track marine creatures’ life concerns. For the
proposed US to carry out its task successfully, the wing must be retained in the off position
for most of the flight when it is within the water. Figures 7–9 reveal the general layout of
the three variations of this US for the execution of various manoeuvrings [28–34].
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2.2. Discretization

This discretization process is forced to use grid generations based on an arbitrary
structure. The initial grid generations are formed according to the tool’s capability, and the
fine mesh facility is imposed on the outer boundary of the US models. Figure 10 shows
that the first model has a fine mesh consisting of 44,174 nodes and 239,929 elements. It can
be seen in Figure 11 that the second model has a fine mesh consisting of 54,075 nodes and
311,425 elements [28–34].
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2.3. Boundary Conditions

The primary concept is an unmanned underwater drone that has a cylinder for a
fuselage. Both the length of the model’s fuselage, which measures 43.50 cm and its di-
ameter, which measures 4.35 cm, is adequate for accommodating the batteries and other
electronic components. This US is manoeuvred using a Becker rudder, capable of making
sharp turns even while it is completely immersed in water and is propelled by a ship
propeller with a diameter of 20 cm. The Becker rudder is a modification of the NACA
0012 aerofoil that is achieved by making a spanwise cut in the centre of the aerofoil. For
this ANSYS Fluent analysis, the authors used constant boundary conditions, a viscous
model with a standard k-epsilon, and a water-liquid density of 1025 kg/m3. Research
into the model extends beyond the aerodynamic state to a water-depth of 5 m, where the
pressure is 151,584 Pa. For this investigation, the velocity at the entrance was estimated
to be 30 m per second. Following 100,000 iterations, we discovered that the analysis had
reached a point of convergence. Therefore, a transient flow situation is also created with
the propeller to see how it behaves. In this study, water is used as the fluid, and its den-
sity is assumed to be 1025 kg/m3. A pressure-based solver and a conventional k-epsilon
dependant viscous model are utilized. Both general fixed and cylindrically rotating bound-
ary conditions are taken into consideration. All computations assume a constant inlet
velocity of 0.1 m per second. This single moving reference frame is used to deliver and
analyze the mesh motion that occurs at 25, 50, 75, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900,
1000, and 11,000 revolutions per minute (SMRF-cylindrical rotating border). The SIMPLE-
based coupling method is used [28–34] for changes in pressure and velocity within the
control volume.

2.4. Governing Equation

The governing equations of a mathematical model specify the relationships between
the computational model’s set of known parameters and the values of the computational
model’s unknowns. CFD relies on three primary equations such as the continuity equation
(mass conservation), the momentum equation (F=ma), and the energy equation (energy is
conserved). The mathematical expressions of these three aforesaid fundamental principles
that are reinforce fluid dynamics computation. The majority of CFD problems are solved
using pseudo-linear partial differential equations. Coefficients are a function of the associ-
ated variables, and the highest-order terms are linear. In fluid mechanics, the governing
equations are often second-order partial differential equations. There are numerous routes
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to deriving the governing equations. Specifically, the Navier-Stokes equations define how
CFD functions. In this theoretical scenario, all relevant fluid properties are conserved. The
generalized term of continuity and momentum equations, given by Equations (20)–(22), is
the result of combining all of these elements into a single set of Equation (22). Therefore,
the equations involved in its control depend on the fluid’s properties and the conditions
in which it functions. The analysis is performed continuously, with water serving as the
incompressible working fluid. The generic characteristics of compressible flow are defined
by Equations (23)–(29) using CFD-SMRF-based modelling. In addition, Equations (28)–(31)
provide a full set of RANS equations, and Equation (32) demonstrates the relationship
based on the finite volume technique [28–34].

∇·
−−−→
Vfluid = 0 (20)

∂
(
ufluid

x
)

∂x
+

∂
(

vfluid
y

)
∂y

+
∂
(
wfluid

z
)

∂z
= 0 (21)

−∇p + µ∇2−−−→Vfluid + F ρfluid(
→
Vfluid·∇)

→
Vfluid (22)

ρfluid(
→
Vfluid·∇)(CVT) = k∇2T + µϕ (23)

∇·(ρ
→
V)fluid = 0 (24)

−∇p + µ∇(∇
→
Vfluid +∇

→
V

T
)− 2

3
µ∇(∇·

→
V) = ρfluid(

→
V·∇)

→
V (25)

ρfluid(
→
V·∇)(CVT) = k∇2T− p(∇·

→
V) + µϕ (26)

ρfluid =
p

RT
(27)

RANS Equations incompressible equation,

∇·ufluid = 0 (28)

ρfluidu·∇(u) = −∇P + ∇·
(

µ
(
∇u + ∇uT

)
− ρfluidu′u′

)
+ F (29)

RANS Equations compressible equation,

∂ρfluid
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρfluidũi) = 0 (30)

∂

∂t
(ρfluidũi) +

∂

∂xj

(
ρfluidũjũi

)
= −∂ρfluid

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
σ̃IJ − ρfluidu′′j u′′i

)
(31)

Numerical Integration,

∂

∂t

y
UdV = −

{ →
F .
→
dS +

y
QdV (32)

2.5. Validational Study on the Imposed Methodology

Since the results of this proposed computational approach are approximations, ex-
perimental validations and grid convergence tests are required. Thus, the effort required
to compute these two outcome susceptibility tests is complete. An extensive literature
review was conducted before developing the UAV’s fuselage model based on experimental
results [48–50]. Next, a computational hydrodynamic simulation was carried out using
the identical fuselage model and the initial retrieved conditions (design data and water
velocity). Finally, the finalized boundary conditions were applied to the computations
to define the computational outputs. Figures 12 and 13 are showing the results of the
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computational analysis. The main effects of this verification are changes in hydrodynamic
pressure acting on the fuselage, variations of hydrodynamic velocity over the fuselage, and
the drag exerted on and over the fuselage. The hydrodynamic load distributions on the
airframe model are depicted in Figure 12, with the greatest force acting on the nose of the
UAV’s body. Figure 13 is using vector representation to properly understand turbulence
development over the fuselage.
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Table 1 summarizes the findings of the drag applied to the fuselage of the experimen-
tally induced [48–50], as well as the computational approaches that are utilized in this
investigation. As a result, the percent error, which came out to roughly 2%, can be deter-
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mined. As a direct consequence, the proposed boundary conditions and computational
methods have been verified to produce reliable results when applied to USs.

Table 1. Results of Drag by both computational and experimental outcomes.

Experimental Results That
Cause Drag on the Fuselage

Model [48–50]

This Forced Computing
Methods Caused Drag on

the Fuselage Model
Error (%)

9.75 N 9.56 N 1.95

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Computational Hydrodynamic Results of Propeller

With the help of relevant boundary and initial conditions, the computational simu-
lations are computed on various US positions and the needful outcomes such as hydro-
dynamic &aerodynamic pressures impact on US, hydrodynamic &aerodynamic veloci-
ties in and over the US, various forces induced over the imposition of US are captured.
Figures 14–21 depict the results of dynamic cum transient evaluations performed on the
US propeller for the aforementioned rotational velocities under the boundary conditions
described [35–47].
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The total thrust outputs for various RPMs of the US propeller are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Thrust calculation from the exit velocity for different RPM of US’s propeller.

RPM Exit Velocity (m/s) Thrust (N)

25 0.8912 29.28983369
50 1.784 117.3808604
75 2.678 264.5064847

100 3.571 470.3244203
200 7.14 1880.255232
300 10.71 4230.578883
400 14.28 7521.031994
500 17.85 11,751.61456
600 21.42 16,922.3266
700 25 23,051.60569
800 28.57 30,105.21005
900 32.14 38,098.94388

1000 35.71 47,032.80717
11,000 396.5 5,798,392.598

3.2. Material Optimization for the US

The watercraft model’s mass and weight are adjusted to account for the use of different
materials in the US. Support for choosing the Propeller’s RPM about total US weight for
different materials is listed in Tables 2 and 3. For instance, if a propeller made from carbon
woven wet can generate 29 N of thrust at just 25 RPM, it would be possible to reduce the
power necessary for propeller operation significantly. However, in the case of other current
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materials, the RPM is rather high. This requirement for high RPM can potentially cause
mechanical failure in the US, despite using tried-and-true components such as stainless
steel and aluminium alloy.

Table 3. Weight of US for appropriate material.

Material Density (kg/m3) Volume (m3) Mass (kg)

Aluminium 2710 0.00124 3.6023
Aluminium alloy 2014 2800 0.00124 3.472

Stainless steel 7860 0.00124 9.7439
CFRP-UD-230-GPa-Prepreg 1490 0.00124 1.8476

CFRP-Wn-230-GPa-Wet 1451 0.00124 1.79924
S-GFRP-UD 2000 0.00124 2.48

The water’s hydrodynamic behaviour is accurately modelled by the pressure-based
solver, which is used here. Since the hydro fluid is naturally dense, the turbulence for-
mulation probability is smaller than other fluids; consequently, the first-order k-epsilon
turbulence model is necessary for this investigation. Water being the chosen fluid, the
original density requirement of 1025 kg/m3 has been adjusted accordingly. For altitudes
of 0.1 m and 300 m, operating pressures of 102,330.525 Pa and 3,117,900 Pa, respectively,
are used. The mission’s operating depth, the water’s density, the force of gravity, and
the ambient cum air pressure have all been factored in thoroughly during the calculating
stage. For both scenarios, it is usual practice to utilize the velocity inlet-based computation,
where the fluid velocity is assumed to be 20 m/s from the outset. The authors know the
pressure release of 0 Pa at the outlet through boundary conditions. While the control
volume wall is given a low friction behaviour based on a free slip, the hydro propeller is
given a high friction behaviour based on no slip. The pressure-velocity coupling based
attempt has been used in this investigation through SIMPLE scheme, and the continuity
and momentum equations are all of the second-order variety. All HIS analyses include the
boundary mentioned above conditions and numerical recording graphs. The results of a
structural analysis of CFRP-based polymer matrix composites (PMCs) are illustrated in
Figures 22–24.
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The HIS study has been performed on the most important lightweight materials. Two
materials are chosen in the alloys family since they are the most common in this field and
enforced, while nine materials are chosen and imposed in the composites family. The
CFRP composite is the top performer because of its long service life and superior stiffness
properties. The integrative effect of low weight, long life, and rigidity was used to make
this decision. Therefore, CFRP is a better choice than lightweight alloys for achieving the
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aforementioned integrative effects. Furthermore, the PMC made of CFRP-Prepreg-230-
GPa-Wn is suitable for low-level depth and can withstand a high hydrodynamic load. The
findings of a structural investigation of a carbon-woven-wet-based PMC are depicted in
Figures 22–24.

Comprehensive hydro-structural results for US propellers in high-depth level working
settings are revealed in Figures 25–27. In this complex simulation, the same 11lightweight
materials—two of which are alloys, six of which are CFRP-based composites, and three
of which are GFRP-based composites—are put through their paces. The main goal of this
detailed simulation with a high-depth orientation is to assess further the resilience of the
top performers from a low-depth level instance. The authors concluded that the chosen
material could withstand hydro structural loads from both situations [51–57].
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Figure 25. Comparative structural parameters 300 m with the speed of 20 m/s—Deflections.
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Other than the major alloys and the CFRP-woven-prepreg-based PMC, the CFRP-
woven-wet-based PMC responded with quite low structural effects at the high depth of
the hydrodynamic environment. Therefore, these materials are the best performers for
high-level depth-based real-time applications.

3.3. Results of US at Steady Level Flight

The exterior shell, rudder, control surface, and propeller speed are all examined using
SMRF analysis. First, a preliminary model of the underwater UAV is developed in CATIA
and then analysed with ANSYS Fluent [16–20]. Next, CATIA is used to create a spline-based
model of the second US, which is then shaped into an extremely aerodynamic form. Finally,
drag caused by the body, the pressure surrounding it, and velocity streamlines are extracted
from the models after being imported into ANSYS Fluent for flow analysis [26–30]. The
aforementioned computational outcomes are typically revealed in Figures 28–30 for further
clarification [30–37].

3.4. Results of US at Climb in and on the Water Surface

The streamlined fuselage for model two is designed using spline, which has a smooth
curvature at the end of the fuselage and a tapered front portion similar to fish. Since the
body must accommodate the necessary components, the length is maintained at 43.5 cm,
and the maximum diameter is enhanced in the posterior part of the fuselage. With an 87 cm
wingspan, the same propeller, and the Becker rudder, a control surface similar to an aileron
is fixed for latitude stability. Since the main requirement is manoeuvrability rather than
lift, the control surface is made of NACA 0012 aerofoil. The control surface aims to make a
coordinated turn off the vehicle underwater. In ANSYS Fluent, the boundary conditions are
steady, standard k-epsilon as a viscous model, water-liquid with a density of 1025 kg/m3.
The model is examined at 5 m, and the pressure is provided as 151584 Pa. The inlet velocity
is set to 30 m/s for analysis purposes. Figures 31–33 depict the pressure on the body, drag
force and velocity streamline, and pressure over the body.
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3.5. Execution of Pitching and Yawing Manuverings through Additional Control Surfaces

The mission profile picture (Figure 1) shows that one of the manoeuvrings involved in
this planned mission is altitude increment, so this phase needs to be investigated to acquire
a view of the reaction of the US to this particular phase. In this regard, the unique US, along
with an extended horizontal stabilizer, has been developed and imposed CHA simulations.
As a result, the assumed minimum altitude increment rate is 5 m/s, and the maximum
altitude increment rate is 30 m/s. Here, state-of-the-art US simulations of hydrodynamics
are performed, as shown in Figures 34–38.
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Figure 38. A planar view-based representation velocity variations on advanced US with horizontal
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Figures 34–36 correspond to the outcomes of hydrodynamic pressure distribution and
velocity variations in and over the US under maximum altitude increment rate. For high-
speed manoeuvring, the hydrodynamic force on the US in the “X” direction is 762.412 [N], in
the “Y” direction is 15,684.4 [N], and in the “Z” direction is−276.132 [N]. Figures 37 and 38
belong to the computational hydrodynamic outcomes of the US under the condition of
minimum altitude increment rate.

3.6. Deployment Test on US through CFD-SMRF Coupled Approaches—Execution State
of Surveillance

The mission profile (Figure 1) shows that one of the manoeuvrings involved in this
planned mission is a steady-level flight in an aerodynamic environment for surveillance
applications. Therefore, in this regard, the unique US, hydro propeller, and the rectangular
symmetrical wing has been modelled and also undergone the planned simulations. An
underwater vehicle’s propeller is given various rotations per minute to test its responsive-
ness in a dynamic study. Similar to the previous study, this one uses identical boundary
conditions, but this time the propeller’s rotational speed is accounted for in a transient
analysis. Figures 39–42 depict the pressure on the vehicle, the revolving propeller, and the
velocity streamline between the inlet and the propeller.

The comprehensive outcomes of induced drag on both models are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparative report of Drag.

Models Drag (N) (Force in Y Direction)

1 16,900
2 17,250

Drag, manoeuvrability, and top speed are evaluated in the two versions. Finally, the
proposed hybrid US is the ideal vehicle for carrying out the designated objective.
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4. Self Energized Hydro Propeller for US

The CHA (computational hydrodynamic analysis) and CVA (computational vibra-
tional analysis) are performed, and their outcomes are tracked according to the afore-
mentioned boundary constraints. CHA and CVA have been completed using several
computational approaches, such as the finite volume approach and the finite element
approach. The CHA is calculated using the finite volume approach, whereas the CVA is
calculated using the three-dimensional finite element method. The primary inputs for the
analytical estimations of electricity generation by PVEH patches are the results of these
CHA and CVA [35–57].

4.1. Hydrodynamic Results

Hydrodynamic results of the US propeller under normal working circumstances are
shown in Figure 43. PVEH electricity generation relies heavily on the hydrodynamic
pressure load applied to the propeller, and this relationship is linear. Therefore, CHA is a
necessary measure.
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4.2. Free Vibrational Results

The US propeller’s natural frequency is determined and put to beneficial use. The
propeller will fail if it runs at its abnormal frequency, but when it runs at a lower frequency,
we may maximize displacement and thus generate power. In addition, the propeller should
not be allowed to stretch beyond its elastic limit, as doing so would result in undesirable
permanent deformation. Under these circumstances, the US’s propeller can be displaced
to generate energy without cracking. This rotor is subjected to free vibrational studies
with the aforementioned boundary conditions for 15different, relatively light materials.
Figures 44–48 show the computational results based natural frequencies of the US propeller.
Following a free vibrational analysis, the optimal mode shape is selected as the sixth mode
shape for both deformation and natural frequency. In Figure 44, we see the results for
aluminium alloy; in Figure 45, for CFRP UD Prepreg-based composites; in Figure 46, for
E-Glass Wet-based composites; in Figure 47, for KFRP-UD-49-based composites; and in
Figure 48, for Polyethylene-related composites.
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4.3. Comparative Analysis

The complete results of calculating the natural frequencies of several different lightweight
materials are shown in Figures 49 and 50.
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Natural frequency results for lightweight alloys are shown in Figure 49, while those
for lightweight composites are shown in Figure 50.

4.4. PVEH Based Electricity Estimation

Figure 51 depicts the planned alternate energy extraction using a US propeller.
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Analytical Equations (33) and (34) are supplied, which were derived from calculations
and described in the literature study [54] to provide the compositional components of
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electricity generation through the PVEH patch. All these analytical equations rely on
three data points gleaned from either computational modelling or a review of the relevant
literature. The three main inputs are natural frequencies, uniformly distributed loads
based on hydrodynamic pressure, and dielectric constants. In the scenario where CHA and
CVA approximate hydrodynamic pressure and free vibrational frequencies, the dielectric
constants are acquired via a literature review [35–57].

PUS, P
Intermediate =

(
CUS,P

LWM

)2
×
(

PUS,P
UDL

)2
× (fUS,P)

2

× 18×TPP[
(WUS,P)×

(
LUS,P

PP

)2
×
(
[tUS,P]+

[
TUS,P

PP

])4
]

× ρlmw
[1+fUS,P×ε×(ρLWM)]

(33)

PUS, P
Final =

(
PUS, P

Intermediate

)
×
((

0.0278`5)− (0.167L`4)+ (0.4167L2`3
)
−
(

0.5L3`2
)

+
(

0.25L4`
)) (34)

where, “CUS,P
LWM” is piezoelectric material constant, “PUS,P

UDL” is fluid dynamic load in Newton,
“fUS,P” is free vibrational natural frequency in Hertz, “WUS,P” is US’s propeller width in
meter, “LUS,P

PP ” is piezoelectric patch length in meter, “tUS,P” is US’s propeller thickness in
meter, “TUS,P

PP ” is piezoelectric patch thickness in meter, “ρLWM” is density of the lightweight
material, “ε” is permittivity of the same lightweight materials. For this work, the sample
calculation is taken and so the imposed material is CFRP-Woven-Wet. The input values are:
CUS,P

LWM = 0.12; Surface area of hydro propeller (single side of single blade) = 0.0024806 m2;
fluid dynamic pressure acting on US’s propeller = 29,962.5 N/m2; fluid dynamic Force
(PUS,P

UDL) (single side of single blade) = 29,962.5 × 0.002481 = 74.325 N; fUS,P = 409.52 Hz;
WUS,P =0.040708 m; LUS,P

PP = 0.072097 m; tUS,P = 0.00099997 m; TUS,P
PP = 0.00099997 m;

ρLWM = 1451 kg/m3; ε = Dielectric Constant = 5× 10−12; PUS, P
Final = 356.45 Watts. This

calculation is repeated for the remaining 14lightweight materials, and the electricity results
are shown in Figures 52 and 53.
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Compared to other lightweight materials, the vibrational characteristics of aluminium
alloy (shown in Figures 52 and 53) make it clear that it performed admirably. Furthermore,
this increased vibration resulted in a greater electrical current being generated by the
aluminium alloy, making it a prime candidate for use in real-life scenarios.

5. Conclusions

The conceptual designs of entire US models are completed with the help of CATIA.
The standard theoretical formula and computational approaches are used for estimating
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic evaluation parameters such as thrust, drag, lift, and
weight. The advanced CFD tool, i.e., ANSYS Fluent, is used for the entire comparative CFD
analyses. Two major works are executed from these approaches: components selection and
deployment tests. All manoeuvres in either setting can be carried out with the help of the
thrust table, which also helps determine the optimal propeller RPM. Even though model
2 has a similar drag value as model 1, its capability to move faster underwater and the
streamlined shape of the body and the manoeuvrability makes it optimized for underwater
operations, provided the components required for the application are limited within the
fuselage of the design. Thus, the proposed US with a unique Becker-adopted vertical
stabilizer is the perfect one to complete the mission successfully. It is intended to install
PVEH-based energy-extracting patches on the hydro-propeller surfaces to make up for the
US’s excessive energy consumption in the water sector. The unique analytical calculations
are incorporated into this energy extraction concept. Fluid-structure interaction-based
advanced computational simulation is carried out on the propeller up to the 300-m depth,
and the suitable lightweight material is shortlisted. After extensive testing in a deployment
environment, the modelled US is found to be ready for immediate deployment thanks to
state-of-the-art computational resources.
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Abbreviations

Symbol Description

WPayload Weight of the payloads (kg)
WOverall Total weight of the US (kg)
W/S Wing loading of this US’s rectangular wing (kg/m2)
SWing Planform area of the US’s rectangular wing (m2)
bwing Wingspan of the rectangular wing (m)
CWing−root Root chord of the rectangular wing (m)
LFuselage Length of the US fuselage (m)
ARWing Aspect ratio of the rectangular wing
η Design efficiency
DFuselage Diameter of US Fuselage (m)
λ Taper ratio of lifting platform
SV−Tail Planform area of the vertical stabilizer (m2)
bV−Tail Tail-span of the vertical stabilizer (m)
CV−Tail−root Root chord of the vertical stabilizer (m)
DMaximum

Fuselage Maximum diameter of the US fuselage (m)
LUniform Cross Section

Fuselage Length of the uniform cross section of the US fuselage (m)

LVarying Cross Section
Fuselage Length of the varying cross section of the US fuselage (m)

DVarying Cross Section
Fuselage Diameter of the varying cross section of the US fuselage (m)

m Slope of the linearized curvy position of fuselage
b Constant of the linearized curvy position of fuselage
TRequired Required thrust of the US propeller (N)
λUS,P

Optimum Optimum tip speed ratio of US propeller

BT Thrust coefficient of US propeller
VFS Forward velocity of the US (m/s)
DUS, P Diameter of the US fuselage (m)
K0

US, P, K1
US, P,

K2
US, P, K3

US,P,
K4

US,P, K5
US,P

Design constants involved in the estimation of various radius and pitch
of the US propeller

RUS,P Radius of the US fuselage (m)
−−−→
Vfluid

Fluid dynamic velocity (m/s)

ufluid
x , vfluid

y , wfluid
z Fluid dynamic velocities in different directions (m/s)

ρfluid Density of the working fluid (kg/m3)
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Symbol Description

∇p Change in fluid dynamic pressure with respect to direction
µ Bulk viscosity (Pa-s)
k Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
T Temperature (K)
R Specific gas constant (J/(kgK))
¯
F Averaged force acting on the control volume in CFD (N)
¯
u Averaged velocity acting on the control volume in CFD (m/s)

CUS,P
LWM piezoelectric material constant

PUS,P
UDL fluid dynamic load (N)

fUS,P free vibrational natural frequency (Hz)
WUS,P US’s propeller width (m)
LUS,P

PP piezoelectric patch length (m)
tUS,P US’s propeller thickness (m)
TUS,P

PP piezoelectric patch thickness (m)
ρLWM density of the lightweight material (kg/m3)
ε permittivity of the same lightweight materials
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